
▎Product details

1. Clean Jet, No-pipe whirlpool system
2. Full-function massage (rolling, tabbing, clapping, kneading, etc.)
3. Thick scale
4. Automatic power slide and lean back
5. Adjustable armrest up / down with manicure trays
6. All dimensions are approximately

▎Production process: mold processing - package

  New design (click here):











▎Suits & Delivery
A. Each item is strictly controlled by QC so that you pay more attention to your items.
B. Each box is well packed and pre-tested to deliver the load
  at your door without any damage.



▎ Our services

Business idea:
Our message is simple: in an industry that is involved in uniformity, we promise that leadership and
experience will ensure that continuum foot spas are completely different and fully committed to
superior design, quality and customer service.
Service idea:
1. 24 hours online: we are one of the members of top 5 spa salon equipment companies in China.
2.OEM Provided: Providing customized service with regard to the customer's design.
3. Fast delivery: production time is 15-20 days.

▎ Why choose us?

1. Enterprise properties
Founded in 2004 and through its commitment to innovation, quality and support, Doshower Inc. is
today the largest spa company for pedicure in the world with a drive to be your key to success in the
salon.
2. Our capacities
Every month we have a new design. We offer the following salon furniture, many of which
correspond to our current spa pedicure chair lines.



3. our strength
Our pedicure chair has UL and CE marking. All our seats are fully tested before we are sent. We
only use the high-quality components and each chair has a great guarantee.
4. Exhibition hall
Our products are sold to America, Canada, Italy, Australia, Southeast Asia, Europe and Germany.
Our company has nearly one hundred agencies in medium-sized and large cities and forms a perfect
distribution service system.


